GRAB AND GO REFRIGERATION
Multidecks, Sandwich Chillers and Pastry Chillers
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GRAB AND GO
REFRIGERATION
We’re all pressed for time these days, so eating on the go has
become the norm. This has led to a dramatic rise in the number
of coffee and sandwich shops, making ‘Grab and Go’ the fastest
growing sector in the hospitality industry.
Retailers have been gearing up their establishments to suit.
For example, most supermarkets now have their own cafe or
sandwich shop, as well as quick purchase checkouts.
Meanwhile convenience stores have the right locations and
product range to target a share of the ‘Out of Home’ foodservice
market. And garage forecourts are tailoring their foodservice
offers to appeal to consumers on the move.
As the sector grows, Grab and Go operators are developing
specialist foodservice offerings that make specific demands
on refrigeration. That’s why Williams has developed a range of
refrigeration that precisely meets the needs of the Grab and
Go sector.
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GEM MULTIDECKS
Williams has been supplying top of the
range Multidecks for many years – the
growth of the Grab and Go sector means
they have never been in such demand.
The stylish design of the Williams
Multideck range not only improves your
front of house display, it also maximises
every inch of retail space.
We offer a range of Multidecks, in both
slimline and standard versions, that offer
easy customer access while attractively
displaying drinks, prepacked snacks and
dairy products.
To enhance the range, and optimise your
merchandising potential, a variety of
options are available, including easy-fitting
snack selection baskets, lockable security
night shutters or night blinds, mirrored
panels and illuminated shelving.
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GEM SANDWICH CHILLERS
Advanced airflow technology guarantees
consistent temperature control, between
+3°C / +5°C, so products are kept fresh
and safe, while your business conforms to
HACCP legislation with minimal effort.

• A full range of colours to suit your
décor or to truly stand out from the
crowd

To meet the specific demands of the
Grab and Go sector, we have developed
several new features and options for the
Multideck range:

The new models also feature fully
adjustable shelving and an easy to use,
clear display digital controller.

• Front sliding doors - smooth
operating, easy access and guaranteed
uniform temperatures.

• Removable EPOS ticket strips for
improved merchandising

They are supplied on castors as standard,
with extra levelling feet for stability.

Visually striking, the Gem Sandwich Chiller
has an attractive but robust stainless
steel exterior and foodsafe, stainless steel
interior. Its open front makes it ideal for
easy customer access.
Its refrigeration system works from
beneath the cabinet, meaning that there
is no front, rear or side grill, so the unit’s
lines are attractively smooth, yet it can
be sited against the wall and fit flush
between other display units.
Its tempered glass shelves and curved
tempered glass surrounds ensure allround clear visibility, while the bright
white energy saving LED lighting delivers
extra eye-appeal. Every inch of space is
maximised for display even down to the
lighting - the LEDs take less space than a
conventional fluorescent strip, so there’s
more room for product.

Keeps your products safe and fresh
while significantly reducing your energy
consumption
• LED strip lighting fitted as standard
– offering great energy savings and
improved visibility of merchandise
• Rear loading doors to provide easy
access for quick restocking

The new Gem models have an enhanced,
thermostatically controlled forced-air
refrigeration system providing an air
curtain that guarantees even temperature
control between +2°C / +5°C, ensuring
merchandise is kept fresh and appealing.
The advanced refrigeration system also
enables the unit to achieve a very fast
‘pull down time’ to temperature from
ambient. (Up to 75% quicker than other
display equipment in the market). This not
only saves you time when restocking but
means a reduction in energy consumed.
The Sandwich Chiller features an easyto-use controller, with clear digital
temperature display. There are two model
sizes to choose from, with widths of 900
and 1200mm. Shelving is fully adjustable
for maximum flexibility and the unit is
supplied on castors for easy positioning.

• Attractive but robust stainless
steel finish
• Innovative new energy saving ‘air
curtain’ concept
• Self-retracting night blind minimises
energy use during quiet periods
• Canopy and under shelf energy saving
LED strip lighting
• Designed for effective operation of
+2°C / +5°C in 25°C ambients
(Climate Class 3)
• Removable, adjustable shelves for
flexibility and ease of cleaning
• Tempered glass sides for all round
visibility
• Effective refrigeration system and
high performance insulation means
temperature pull down times are very
fast

It comes complete with an easy to
operate night blind with retention feature.
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GEM PASTRY CHILLERS
Also part of the Gem range is our Pastry
Chiller (PC) Series. Offering all the great
features and benefits of the SC Series, the
new Pastry Chillers are perfect for front of
house display.
They are supplied with a hinged curved
glass front providing easy access for
cleaning whilst the rear doors give staff
easy access for restocking and serving.
Whilst the SC’s open front makes it
perfect for Grab and Go service, the
Pastry Chiller’s closed glass front makes it
ideal for displaying all types of fresh cakes
and pastries in a ‘Serve Assist’ operation.
The Pastry Chiller is operational at
a temperature of +5/+8°C for extra
delicate products. Like the SC Series, the
Pastry Chiller has tempered glass sides
and shelves which, with the glass front,
provide all round superior visibility. It
comes complete with bright white LED
lights fitted as standard.
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BACK OF HOUSE REFRIGERATION
As well as reducing energy consumption,
compared to conventional fluorescent
strip lighting, the LED lights further
enhance the display.

• Effective refrigeration system and
high performance insulation means
temperature pull down times are very
fast

The Pastry Chiller’s advanced refrigeration
system enables the unit to achieve a
very fast ‘pull down time’ to the required
temperature from ambient, not only
saving time when restocking but also
reducing energy consumption.

To complement the Gem range of
front of house display equipment,
Williams manufactures a wide range of
refrigerated cabinets and counters in
numerous configurations and with a raft
of options to suit your application.
These include the Amber and Aztra range
of products, which are perfect for storage
of Grab and Go produce.

CABINETS

OTHER PRODUCTS

The Amber and Aztra range of products
are already popular favourites with cafes
and sandwich shops.

Williams Refrigeration offers over 300
individual product items including
cabinets and counters in a variety
of formats as well as blast chillers,
coldrooms and specialist bakery
equipment.

• High performance, front vented
refrigeration system
• CoolSmart controller for reduced
energy consumption
• Designed to operate effectively in
ambient temperatures of up to 32°C

• Attractive, highly mirrored stainless
steel finish

Other equipment such as ice machines
and dishwashers are also available
through our group of companies.

• Barrel locked doors for added security
on Amber models

• Canopy and under shelf energy saving
LED strip lighting

• Low GW, zero ODP polyurethane
insulation

• Designed for effective operation of
+5°C / +8°C in 25°C ambients
(Climate Class 3)

• Adjustable feet as standard
• Ideal for noise sensitive areas

• Removable, adjustable shelves for
flexibility and ease of cleaning
• Tempered glass sides for all round
visibility
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Design Excellence : Cool Technology
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Installation of all Williams products requires adequate ventilation.
Williams reserves the right to modify the design, materials and finish in
accordance with its progressive development policy.
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